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Who is FEPORT 

 Founded in 1993, FEPORT is the European organisation which 
represents the interests of the terminal operators and stevedoring 
companies located out of the seaports of the European Union.

Members

 Feport's membership consists of national and regional sector
associations in EU Member States, EFTA and accession countries 
(Belgium, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, 
Lithuania, Malta, The Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, Spain,Turkey). 

 On a country basis, we have a representation of more than 1700 
companies ie around 80 % of the EU terminal operators.

 In view of the importance of many recent policy developments, many of 
the main European terminal operators have joined directly as associate
members.
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Three topics 

 Ballast Water Management

 Ship recycling

 Greenhouse emissions
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Regarding Ship recycling and Ballast water management, 

as a matter of principle :

We do support European legislation on environmental issues 

which looks to successfully implement legislation agreed on 

by the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) or other 

relevant international actors.
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Ballast Water Management Convention 

The European Commission has taken little action on ballast water rather

than calling for the implementation of the BWM Convention (Ballast

Water Management Convention – IMO 2004) which we support.

It is possible that the Commission will look to legislative on this issue in

the near future, possibly through a regulation enforcing the BWM

Convention in the European Union or a review about port reception

facilities.

Terminal operators are not responsible for operating port reception

facilities but stress upon the fact that ballast water is a health but also a

safety issue.

Ballast water is often required to maintain the balance of a vessel during

loading and unloading. In this respect, technological advancements are

already in the process of resolving problems arising from the transfer of

ballast water.
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Ship recycling

 FEPORT, along with the rest of the maritime industry, supports the 2009 
Hong Kong International Convention for the Safe and Environmentally 
Sound Recycling of Ships, (better known as ‘Hong Kong Convention’ or 
‘HKC’) as it is an important step towards a system which ensures that 
ships are recycling in a sustainable and environmentally friendly way. 

 The European Parliament Resolution regarding the proposal for new 
Ship Recycling Regulation resulting from the compromise agreement 
reached in Trilogue between the Council under the Irish Presidency, the 
Parliament and the Commission is not undermining the ‘Hong Kong 
Convention’ or ‘HKC’).

 It is important that any EU legislation regarding ship recycling do not 
threaten the economic activity and competiveness of European Ports and 
do not lead to the creation of undesired administrative burdens. 



Port of Hamburg

 The port operators in Hamburg are involved in the Environmental 
Partnership Hamburg (UmweltPartnerschaft Hamburg) which includes 

568 companies who have invested in energy efficiency, renewable
energies under the funding programmes of the Hamburg Ministry of 
Urban Development and Environment

 Examples: use of photovoltaics, CHPs, wind turbines, gantry cranes with 
energy recuperation systems, dual-cycle technology (simultaneous 
loading and unloding of vessels), modernisation of lightning 
technologies, Straddle-Carrier optimisation etc.

 By using renewable energy sources and modern technologies :

savings of 43 mio kWh and reduction of 47,000t carbon emissions p.a. 
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Environmental friendly initiatives 
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Greenhouse gas emissions in the maritime transport sector

In June 2013, the European Commission set out a strategy for progressively
integrating maritime emissions into the EU's policy for reducing its domestic
greenhouse gas emissions.

The strategy consists of three consecutive steps:

 Monitoring, reporting and verification (MRV) of CO2 emissions from large ships
using EU ports;

 Greenhouse gas reduction targets for the maritime transport sector;

The shipping industry believes that any mandatory requirements on MRV for 
the international shipping sector must be agreed upon at the International 
Maritime Organisation (IMO) level, as this is the only way of securing a globally 
harmonised system. 
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The European Economic Interest Group (EEIG) methodology

In 2009, the EU Ports EEIG Environment Group (EEEG), a platform created

by the EU Port European Economic Interest Group (EEIG) which comprises

leading European container terminal operators (Hutchison, PSA, Eurogate,

DP World, APMT, HHLA, Contship, ECT), many of which also operate

internationally and represent more than 75% of all container lifts in Europe

started to discuss about a carbon footprinting methodology.

In September 2012, after a series of workshops and expert work, the EU

Ports EEIG Environment Group produced a Guidance for Greenhouse Gas

Emission Footprinting for Container Terminals.

In March 2014, the European Commission launched public consultation 
on possible common carbon footprinting methodology across 
freight transport modes and therefore cargo movements within ports……

Voluntary initiative regarding
Greenhouse Gas Emission Footprinting
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FEPORT invites the European Commission to take into account industry 
driven initiatives ie (Carbon Footprinting Methodology) and existing 
approaches and to promote their global voluntary alignment rather than 
imposing new layers of legislation or further administrative constraints. 

Objectives of voluntary improvements through consistent methodologies 
and voluntary reporting in the area of CO2 and GreenHouse emissions set by 
the industry should be encouraged and promoted. 

Benchmarking should be avoided as it does not have a clear added 
value and, for the time being, it is extremely difficult to establish who is being 
benchmarked and how. 

FEPORT would also strongly advise the Commission against creating a 
system whereby transport modes and ports could be compared. Such a 
system could be extremely misleading (how do you compare maritime 
transport and aviation, the port of Naples and the port of Stockolm) and 
inaccurate.

Voluntary initiative regarding Greenhouse Gas Emission 
Footprinting




